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I purchased this to go with my 6.3 x 1.9 x 9.4 inches King James Version Study Bible. It fits

wonderfully. It is a bit larger than my Bible, but I like to carry notes and papers within my Bible. This

will enable me to still carry those without them falling out.The design on the outside is more beautiful

in reality than the image shows. The one I purchased said it was used-very good condition and

honestly I cannot tell it's 'used'. I say that to point out that I believe it is a well-made cover. The

material is not real leather but it isn't stiff like some synthetics.The inside material is a vinyl (?) type

that I personally would have preferred to be soft cloth but I realize that it should withstand more use

than cloth might have. The pen loops are elastic making it easy to carry various size writing

utensils.I'm very happy with this product and would recommend it to others.

"Amazing Grace" Embossed Bible / Book Cover (Medium)I purchased this product for my

daughter's bible. I consider her bible medium size, so I ordered a size medium. It didn't fit. It ended

up fitting my husband's large bible. I think the size is not well stated. You would have to actually

measure your book all around to really get the size right. Even though I didn't purchase it for my

husband's bible, he and I loved it. He has gotten many compliments on it. It's been almost a year

since purchased and it still hold itself like new. (And we attend church regularly. At least 4 times a

week)

I bought this as a cover for my Schuyler Bible, and it's a perfect fit. My Bible measures 6 3/4" x 9

3/4" x 1 7/8". It's still looks great, and I have never had any problems with the zipper. Also, this does

not say it is leather, as someone mentioned below, but they never said it was leather. They DO say

that it is "constructed of quality man-made material imported from Italy with the LOOK AND FEEL

OF real leather". Plus a the bottom it says that it is "Faux leather", so that it won't be confused with

real leather. It also does not look "plastic", but does have a high quality look to it...it doesn't look

cheap like many I've had in the past. It's also very sturdy which I like. With as much as I use it, it still

looks new! And it's a very lovely deep, rich, dark rust color which also matches my Bible. I also love

the lay-flat handle on the spine. I would recommend this, for sure!

This was a birthday present for my father-in-law. My mother-in-law suggested a new Bible for him as

a present after he dropped his old faithful in a mud puddle accidentally.We purchased a

replacement Bible and put it inside this cover as a present. That was six months ago and so far I've

noticed it has held up beautifully. The zipper works great and doesn't stick or jam. He carries it to



and from church and around his house quite a bit and the durability looks good thus far.I was a little

worried about how this would look close up, but the color is rich and the quality is great. The words

are etched deeply and legible and especially meaningful to him since he's a singer. Very nice and

manly without being overt.

THIS IS ABSOLUTELY BEAUTIFUL, AND FITS MY LARGE PRINT LIFE APPLICATION STUDY

BIBLE LIKE A GLOVE! YOU WONT BE SORRY YOU BOUGHT THIS ONE TRUST ME, I ADORE

IT.IT LOOKS VERY CLASSY, AND I AM PROUD WALKING INTO CHURCH CARRYING THIS BY

MY SIDE!

I bought this cover for my wife's Bible. It came packaged nicely without any defects to the item. The

cover is a rich brown color. If you didn't know any better you would say it is leather. It is very sturdy.

The outside looks laser etched for the words of Amazing Grace, one of my wife's favorite Gospel

hymns. The handle is very handy for her to grad the Bible if she is in a rush. The inside of the cover

has 2 pens holder loops which she uses for wither pens or Bible highlighters. She prefers the gel

ones so they don't bleed thru the pages. The cover allows the Bible to lay flat when she is reading it,

which is awesome. It is so annoying to have a book partially open especially if you are trying to also

make markings on the pages. The page marker ribbon that is built into the inside of the cover she

has found to be very handy while helping her to keep track of where she is at in her readings.

Occasionally she zips it up too fast and gets it stuck in the zipper so be careful to make sure you

tuck in the ribbon before zipping. She really loved the additional scroll work on the left side of the

front of the cover. Made a super gift for her that I am sure she will use for years to come. Wonderful

product that she has gotten many complements from other women in church all wondering where

she got the cover from. Gave me brownie points. Thank you for a quality item at an affordable price.

Well made, leather and with a strong zipper. It will preserve my original for years to come. I have

used it now for almost 2 years (I use it daily) and it has not shown any wear or tear.

Great product and service love it
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